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Background	

A current long stent with good conform-ability is useful for 
diffuse complex lesion including some bifurcation lesions. 

¡  Decrease stent numbers 
¡  Decrease stent overlapping 
¡  Reduce the risk of stent fracture 
¡  Reduce the risk of geographic miss 



Case: 74y.o. female, UAP	
•  The patient felt severe chest pain at rest lasted for 10 min 3 times for a week. 

She underwent coronary CTA which demonstrated tight LAD and RCA lesions. 
She was introduced to our hospital for appropriate treatment. 

•  Risk factors: HT, DM, DLp (All untreated)	

#6: 90%, severe calcification, #7: 99%, #9: 90%, LCX hypoplastic	 #1-3: 75-90%	



PCI for calcified LAD including 1-1-1bifurcation lesion	

Before Rotablation	 After predilation	

1.75mm burr, 180,000rpm	

Rotablation 	

LAD: Wolverine 2.5/10, 12atm	

D1: SC balloon 2.0/15, 6atm	

Predilation	

OCT	

Pretreatment of calcified lesion 
with rotablation and cutting 
balloon was sufficient for DES 
deployment with some intimal 
dissections. 	



Jailed balloon technique 
LAD: Xience expedition 2.5/48 
D1: SC balloon 2.0/15 
SB balloon was inserted to the D1, 
however, MV stent could not be 
advanced with hard resistance. 
Stent flection was not observed in 
RAO cranial view.	

Insertion of a 48mm EES with hard resistance	

After retrieving SB balloon, we performed the insertion procedure  
with biplane fluoroscopy to observe  the stack more detailly. Only 
LAO caudal view revealed S-figure flection of the stent.	



Coronary perforation without any stent/balloon inflation	

S-figure flection caused huge 
coronary perforation in the 
area indicated by arrows. 
Remaining stent in the GC 
(triangles) might strengthen 
the back-up force.	



Repairing the coronary perforation	

Ryusei 2.5/15mm	 3.0/15mm	
Perfusion balloon inflation 	 Covered stent implantation	

Graft master 3.5/16: ineffective 	

Graft master 2.8/16: additional deployment 
completed hemostasis.	

Since a 2.5mm perfusion balloon could not complete 
hemostasis, cardiac centesis was performed and 
insertion of another GC via femoral artery and a 3.0mm 
perfusion balloon was inflated. However, complete 
hemostasis could not be obtained and serious 
hemodynamic collapse required ECMO system 
insertion. 	



Completion of PCI with occlusion of LCX and D1	

Synergy 2.5/28 
Additional deployment in the 
middle LAD	

Final CAG	

TIMI III flow in LAD with 
occlusion of LCX and D1	

Final IVUS	



Clinical course	

•  The patient was survived despite of acute myocardial 
infarction due to sacrifice of LCX and D1 with maximal 
CPK elevation of 3000IU. All mechanical support systems 
including artificial respiration were extracted within 
5POD. 

•  However, heart failure had been progressed again and 
cardiac arrest occurred on 7POD, which required 
reinsertion of ECMO. During extraction of ECMO 
catheters on 13POD, massive bleeding (2.5L) was 
unfortunately complicated, which resulted in multiple 
organ failure and disseminated intravascular 
coagulopathy. She passed away 1 month later.  	



Take home messages	
•  A long stent insertion in the calcified bifurcation 

lesion led to stack of the stent and S-figure flection 
which resulted in huge coronary perforation. 

•  The situation that 1/3 of the stent remained in the 
guiding catheter might induce strong push-ability 
to make S-figure flection in the coronary artery. 

•  When we feel hard resistance during insertion of a 
long stent, we should consider another option as 
the following earlier. 
 ü Biplane fluoroscopy for detailed observation of the stent stack 

ü Buddy wire to change the wire bias 
ü Guide extension catheter to enhance back-up force and 

prevent the stent flection inside the coronary artery. 
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